NEW RELEASE CDs 8/3/19

FOALS Everything Not Saved Will Be Lost Part 1 £10.99
HOLDING ABSENCE S/T [Sharptone] £10.99
HOWE GELB (Giant Sand) Gathered [Fire] £9.99
JIM JONES & THE RIGHTEOUS MIND CollectiV £9.99
PAUL WELLER Other Aspects, Live At The Royal Festival Hall [2CD/DVD] £14.99
STELLA DONNELLY Beware Of The Dogs [Secretly Canadian] £9.99
TOWNES VAN ZANDT Sky Blue [Fat Possum] £9.99

ALICE PHOEBE LOU Paper Castles £9.99
AMANDA PALMER There Will Be No Intermission £11.99
CHILDREN OF BODOM Hexed [Digipak CD w/ 3 Bonus Tracks] £10.99
DAVID GRAY Gold In A Brass Age £9.99
DAVID TORN, TIM BERNE, CHES SMITH Sun Of Goldfinger [ECM] £12.99
DIDO Still On My Mind £9.99
E.B. THE YOUNGER (Midlake) To Each His Own [Bella Union] £9.99
EAGLES Hell Freezes Over (25th Anniversary Reissue) £10.99
ELECTRIC WAVE BUREAU (Damon Albarn) The Kid Who Would Be King OST £9.99
GRACE PETRIE Queer As Folk £9.99

HAND HABITS Placeholder [Saddle Creek] £10.99
I WAS A KING Slow Century £9.99
INDOOR PETS Be Content [Wichita] £9.99
LONESOME SHACK Desert Dreams £9.99
MEAT PUPPETS Dusty Notes £9.99
MONKS ROAD SOCIAL Down The Willows [Wonderful Sound] FEAT EX MEMBERS /
PATTY GRIFFIN S/T £11.99
SASAMI Sasami [Domino] FEATURING DUSTIN PAYSEUR (BEACH FOSSILS), DEVENDRA BANHART
AND SOKO £9.99
SIGRID Sucker Punch [Island] £10.99
SPARKS No.1 In Heaven [2CD w/ Bonus Tracks] £11.99
SUNWATCHERS II [Trouble In Mind] *Previous Album* £9.99
TEST DEPT. Disturbance [One Little Indian] £10.99
THE CHOCOLATE WATCHBAND This Is My Voice £9.99
THE COATHANGERS The Devil You Know [Suicide Squeeze] £9.99
THE STROPPIES Whoosh! £9.99
WEEZER Weezer (Teal Album) £10.99
WHITESNAKE Slide It In (Deluxe Edition) [2019 Remaster] [2CD] £15.99
YO YO MA Salonen Cello Concerto £9.99

COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Joni 75: A Birthday Celebration FEAT. BRANDI CARLILE, GLEN HANSARD,
EMMYLOU HARRIS, NORAH JONES, CHAKA KHAN AND MORE £10.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS Rocket Girl 20 [Ltd. CD + 7” + Flexi Bookset] £39.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS The Social Power Of Music [4CD + Book Set on Smithsonian Folkways] £49.9
NEW RELEASE LPs 8/3/19

FOALS Everything Not Saved Will Be Lost Part 1 [LP] £22.99
HOLDING ABSENCE S/T [LP on Sharptone] £21.99
HOWE GELB (Giant Sand) Gathered [Ltd. Colour LP on Fire] £20.99
JIM JONES & THE RIGHTEOUS MIND Collectiv [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP] £17.99
PAUL WELLER Other Aspects, Live At The Royal Festival Hall [3LP + DVD] £42.99
STELLA DONNELLY Beware Of The Dogs [Ltd. LP on Secretly Canadian] £18.99
TOWNES VAN ZANDT Sky Blue [Ltd. Blue LP on Fat Possum] £17.99

21 SAVAGE I Am > I Was [2LP] £22.99
A PLACE TO BURY STRANGERS Fuzz Club Session [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE 180g Green LP] £19.99
ANANDI BHATTACHARYA Joys Abound [LP on Riverboat] £14.99
DAVID GRAY Gold In A Brass Age [Gatefold 2LP] £18.99
DIDO Still on My Mind [LP] £18.99
E.B. THE YOUNGER (Midlake) To Each His Own [Ltd. Gold LP + MP3 on Bella Union] £18.99
FLIGHT OF THE CONCHORDS Live In London [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Clear 3LP + MP3 on Sub Pop] £34.99
HAND HABITS Placeholder [LP + MP3 on Saddle Creek] £19.99

INDOOR PETS Be Content [Ltd. White LP + MP3 on Wichita] £17.99
LIGHT CONDUCTOR Sequence One [LP + Art Print on Constellation] £19.99
NUBIYAN TWIST Jungle Run [2LP + MP3 on K7] £23.99
SASAMI Sasami [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP + MP3 on Domino] FEATURING DUSTIN PAYSEUR (BEACH FOSSILS), DEVENDRA BANHART AND SOKO £22.99
SIGRID Sucker Punch [Ltd. High Street Exclusive Coloured LP on Island] £17.99
WEEZER Weezer (Black Album) [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP] £18.99

SINGLES

KING GIZZARD & THE LIZARD WIZARD Cyboogie [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE 7” on Flightless] £6.99

REISSUES

EAGLES Hell Freezes Over (25th Anniversary Reissue) [180g 2LP] £24.99
LULUC Dear Hamlyn [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Sub Pop] £21.99
THE ANTHERS Hospice [Remastered 2LP] £17.99
THE FIVE DAY WEEK STRAW PEOPLE The Five Day Week Straw People [Ltd. LP on Secret] *NOW DELETED - FINAL COPIES* £16.99
THE PINEAPPLE THIEF What We Have Sown [Gatefold 2LP on KScope] £18.99
ROY HARPER (Feat. Jimmy Page) 1984 (Jugula) [Deluxe 180g LP on Science Friction] £26.99
ROY HARPER Folkjokeopus [Deluxe 180g LP on Science Friction] £26.99
ROY HARPER Sophisticated Beggar [Deluxe 180g LP on Science Friction] £26.99
TOM TOM CLUB (Talking Heads) Tom Tom Club [Ltd. White LP on Real Gone] £24.99